
Studying Character (Macbeth)

Using the words selected to describe Macbeth, write sentences about his character. Include 
words that describe him both before and after killing King Duncan.

Before Killing King Duncan:

1.  

 

2.  

 

3.  

 

After Killing King Duncan:

1.  

 

2.  

 

3.  

 

Word Ideas:

brave heroic loyal ambitious strong guilty

liar selfish greedy cruel afraid

I can consider how a character has been developed by an author.
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Studying Character (Macbeth)

Make a list of words to describe the character of Macbeth. For each word you select, provide an 
explanation using evidence from the story to justify your choice.

Before Killing King Duncan:

After Killing King Duncan:

Example:

Heroic
Macbeth is heroic because he fights bravely to defend Scotland against the 
invaders and leads them to victory in the battle.

I can consider how a character has been developed by an author.
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Studying Character (Macbeth)
Use your words and explanations to form a paragraph of writing, describing some of the elements 
of Macbeth’s character.

Example:
In my opinion, Macbeth is courageous and heroic because he fights bravely to defend Scotland in 
battle. Furthermore, he is…
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